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Pastoral Project Proposal 

I. Definition of a Pastoral Concern 

A. A thorough description of the pastoral concern. 

I am affiliated with Mount St. Agnes Theological 

Center for Women (MSA). My initial idea for a pastoral 

project was to develop a program that would inform and 

reflect on issues of concern for low-income women. It 

became apparent in discussions with the director that 

the women do not sign up for programs specific to 

social justice. In discussing why, lt was determined 

that "why" was a pastoral concern. To be more 

specific: Why is it difficult to attract participants 

to programs about social justice? What are the 

obstacles that cause people to hesitate to learn about 

issues of social justice in our community, 4dn.our 

country or in our world? As the "committee studies the 

programs presented in the past six years, it 1s not 

difficult to see a theme of social justice, but when 

something is entitled social justice, the number of 

women participating is smaller. Our goal is to 

discover why women do not attend these programs. More 

than that we want to discover what areas of social 

justice are the women interested in learning more 

about. The terms to be defined are: social justice  



and obstacle. According to Brian Hehir who has written 

in the Chicago Studies, "The Just Society", 

Social Justice in a Catholic context refers to that aspect of 

Church teaching and Christian life which seeks to apply the 

Gospel command of love to the structures, systems and 

institutions of society which are the framework in which all 

human relationships take place. 

Obstacles are the situations that stand in the way of 

learning or practicing social justice. Determining the 

obstacles means to discover the experiences or issues 

that cause participants to avoid such programs. Many 

women have experienced injustices and this may be one 

reason for resistance. Others lead comfortable lives 

and may not want the challenge and still others may be 

overextended. The committee feels it is important to 

discover the obstacles by sharing stories with the 

women who attend MSA. 

B. A description of the cultural dimensions of the 

pastoral context of the problem. 

Mount Saint Agnes according to its Mission 

Statement: 

is a community/center where women safely and freely study, 

interpret, formulate, and teach Christian theology. Co-sponsored 

by the regional communities of the Baltimore and the St. Louis 

Sisters of Mercy, Mount Saint Agnes offers participants a place to 
think, pray, and act in solidarity with women from a variety of 

religious backgrounds, walks of life, and parts of the globe. The 

mission of Mount Saint Agnes is to design strategies and develop a 

language for realizing equality and fullness of life for women in 

church and society. The Center is a home open in hospitality to 

women of faith for learning through conversation, meals, prayer, 

and classes.  



The women who attend the center are between the ages of 

27 and 80+, although most are over 50. There are 

approximately 80 women who participate during any fall 

or spring series of programs. Educationally, the women 

have degrees ranging from high school, undergraduate, 

masters and doctoral degrees in diverse fields. When 

MSA began in 1992 many felt a sense of inadequacy when 

discussing theology, but after several years have 

greater confidence. We have also learned that our own 

life experiences are a healthy and valid way of 

understanding the many issues discussed. 

Besides education, we are diverse in lifestyle 

including married, divorced, single, widowed and vowed 

religious. We include mothers who work outside the 

home and those who do not. Several women are retired, 

some like myself, have returned to school and others 

are in the midst of professional careers. 

At first glance we may seem like comfortable 

middle class women. In the process of working with a 

team of six women to develop this pastoral project, we 

came to the realization that there is much we do not 

know about each other. We have come together to 

discuss many theological issues, but have not learned 

the personal life stories of the women. The group  



generally meets in groups of twenty-five thus making it 

difficult for all to share their personal stories. - For 

example some people are involved in social justice 

projects, but we do not know about their projects, we 

do not know how or why they first became interested. 

We do not know what issues the women of MSA might want 

to learn about or to which issues they would invest 

their energy. From our initial planning meeting we 

learned that growing up in a protected environment 

could be a reason to hesitate to learn about something 

or someone who may challenge a comfortable lifestyle. 

We also learned that some have experienced injustices. 

These experiences may cause one to work for social 

justice and others to create a "wall of protection" 

around them. 

C. A clear statement of the significance of this concern 

for pastoral ministry including its theological 

implications. 

In the process of reading about documents of 

social justice one discovers that the first encyclical 

on this topic is Leo XIII's Rerum Novarum, 1891, but 

indeed the call for social justice began in the Hebrew 

Scriptures when Yahweh heard the cry of people in 

slavery. 1t continued in Jesus earthly ministry and 

after the first Pentecost, those gathered asked Peter,  



"What are we to do?" {Acts 2:37). 

Each generation has to answer the question, "What 

are we to do?" We look at the passages in the 

scriptures that call us to action. Luke captures the 

spirit of social justice when he writes of Jesus’ 

ministry: 

He came to Nazareth, .. unrolled the scroll and found the passage 

where it was written: 

"The Spirit of the lord is upon nme, 

because he has anointed me 
to bring glad tidings to the poor. 

He has sent me to proclaim liberty to captives 

and recovery of sight to the blind, 

to let the oppressed go free, 

and to proclaim a year acceptable to the Lord." 

_ He said to them, "Today this scripture passage is fulfilled in 

your hearing (Luke 4:16-21)." 

And John gives an example of what this means for the 

followers of Jesus: 

So when he had washed their feet .. If I, therefore, the master 

and teacher, have washed your feet, you ought to wash one 

another's feet. I have given you a model to follow, so that as I 

have done for you, you should also do {John 13:12+15). 

Knowing the "signs of the times" means knowing who the 

"captives" are and whose "feet" are to be washed today. 

In the early Christian community, they waited for the 

second coming, but today we must look for Jesus among 

us and with us. We must read the documents on social 

justice and search our social systems to see where the 

kindom of God is wanting in our times. We must 

understand the meaning of personhood, dignity, work,  



fair wages and family along with the changing roles of 

women in the church. MSA is an organization that helps 

women to explore the "signs of the times" and to give 

language to the women who experience them. Part of its 

Mission Statement is: 

"to design strategies and develop a language for realizing 

equality and fullness of life for women in church and society." 

It does this. through: 

Local programming for women (and, when appropriate men) engaged in 

the works of mercy and desirous of a deeper and more integrated 

understanding of the faith inherited, as well as a better 

understanding of the faith of others. 

One goal for this pastoral project is to discover how 

MSA contributes to the discussion of social justice. 

J. Bryan Hehir in a talk given to Network in 1974 

says that the bishops have made social justice a 

"constitutive dimension” of ministry in the church 

through their 1971 document Justice in the World, but 

acknowledges that this does not "flow through the 

entire fabric of Catholic faith". This Pastoral 

Concern Committee would like to discover how MSA weaves 

social justice into the fabric of programs and what 

effect it has on the women who participate in these 

programs.  



Plan of Action for a Pastoral Response 

In light of the perceived problem or concern, describe 

your design for an appropriate response. 

Our plan of action is to gather women of MSA, 

break into small groups with a leader from the 

original committee. We plan to discover and reflect 

from personal stories the attitudes, obstacles and 

concerns they have concerning issues of social 

justice, so that, MSA can plan better programs in the 

future. 

Indicate why your design addresses the concern and how 

it will be implemented in a planned theological 

reflection process with a group of people. 

We hope to discover scripture passages that 

influence women’s interest in social justice. The 

women who gathered to discuss this pastoral concern all 

see social justice as a call to live the gospel. 

Living in a large city they have been aware from 

childhood into adulthood that there is need for social 

justice inside our homes, with our church walls, and 

beyond into the surrounding neighborhoods and larger 

world. We are challenged by Isaiah's words to: 

Enlarge the space for your tent, 

spread out your tent cloths unsparingly; 

lengthen your ropes and make firm your stakes (54:2). 

We see this as a goal of MSA to give women the 

language for "lengthening ropes and making firm one's  



stakes". One woman remembers the words of St. Paul to 

the Corinthians, "For the 'love of Christ impels us.. (2 

Cor.5:14). She says that as a Christian we are 

compelled to know the struggles of others in our 

community and to do whatever we can to alleviate them. 

Another passage, again from the Hebrew Scriptures 

speaks just as urgently of how we should respond to 

others: 

You have been told, O man, what is good, 

and what the LORD requires of you: 

Only to do right and to love goodness, 

and to walk humbly with your God (Micah 6:8). 

How we learn to "do right, love goodness and walk 

humbly with our God” is for all of the women planning 

this program, a lesson learned first from parents, 

followed by religious community schools and for some 

the experience and challenge of being parents. Each 

person related stories of parents who responded to the 

needs of the poor either in their family, the 

neighborhood or in their professional life. One woman 

who grew up in a comfortable neighborhood and never 

experienced poor people, as a child knew that her 

physician father donated time in his practice within 

the poor section of town. This had a strong influence 

on her life even though she was personally removed from 

it. Because of her experience we discussed the silent  



witness that one gives without knowing. We did not see 

our parents' activity as a way to teach us, but as a 

way of life and their way of life "raught" us what it 

meant to be active Christian women. 

Vatican II has been a primary source of change 1n 

the lives of the women gathered. Each one was first 

educated before Vatican II and experienced an awakening 

after the council. As one woman said, "I went to 

church every day before Vatican II, but for all the 

wrong reasons." She has since become more active in 

her parish, was on the peace and justice commission in 

the diocese and is interested in the rights of women 

within the church. She shared with us how she grew up 

in New York during World War II, when America was first 

and the soldiers were a "heart throb". Life was 

different during Vietnam, she was the mother of young 

men of draft age, she had a broader view of the world, 

the people of God and her responsibility to. take 

action, to take risks based on her. new understanding of 

what it meant to be an active Christian. 

Another woman in our group grew up wondering who 

she was. Her birth certificate says, "black little 

girl". She has been Negro, colored, black, ‘and Afro 

American. She calls herself a woman of color and is  



interested in the diversity of our church, not only-for 

the African American community, but the more recent 

immigrants who struggle to find a place in our society 

and our parishes. 

She shared that because of her color, social 

Justice has always Deen a part of her life. The 

Josephite priests always preached on the rights due all 

people and the importance of working for the equality 

of all people. The language of fair wages was not 

something she was taught; it was something that she 

experienced because it was lacking. 

When talking about the Catholic traditions of 

social justice, we realized we were influenced more by 

church schools and families than by the social 

doctrines of the Catholic Church. As adults, we know 

they exist, but rarely hear them preached from the 

pulpit. We have learned that the church was very 

active in the early labor movement in the United States 

because most of the laborers were Catholic, but that 

has changed and today many in management are Catholic. 

For many Irish, Italian and Polish Catholic, there 1s 

no longer a struggle for a fair wage, good schools and 

a good neighborhood. With education and better job  



those who fought for social justice have become part of 

management. 

We see Catholics in management filling different 

places in the church and community. The parishioners 

and the priests are not "wanting" for basic needs in 

most parishes and are not challenged to make systemic 

changes in our society. The message of Isaiah to: 

Enlarge the space for your tent, 

spread out your tent cloths unsparingly; 

lengthen your ropes and make firm your stakes (54:2) 

no longer calls us to open our windows and doors, to 

make changes in our management decisions. As we held 

this discussion on creating programs of reflection on 

social justice, our morning news has pictures of people 

herded out of their homes and villages because of 

religion and race in Kosovo. The challenge of Isaiah 

to "enlarge the space of our tent" seems as urgent 

today as it was in the centuries before Christ. It is 

important that we discover ways to discuss these ideas 

so that we can both support and challenge each other. 

In gathering to discuss the problem, we have 

discovered many things about each other. We hope that 

by repeating this process we will learn more about all 

the participants of MSA. We can then plan programs 

that stimulate intevest in Social” Justice. ‘We can  



weave social justice in to MSA programs with hope that 

it will become a "constitutive dimension of ministry" 

for those who participate in MSA programs. 

 



C. Major components of the Action Plan 

The following will be in the program brochure for MSA: 

Mount Saint Agnes Women 

Reflect on Social Justice 

The series will invite you to do the following: converse about 

your own experience; consider the meaning of social justice in 

the Christian tradition; deepen your knowledge of what other MSA 

women are doing in this field; explain the role of our 

theological center for women with respect to efforts for social 

justice. 

Week One: Break into small groups. Each group would 

discuss different questions from the following: 

What has led you to respond to issues of peace and justice in your 

life? 

What issues are most important to you? To what issues have you 

given your energy in the past? What calls to you now and why? 

What are the passages in the Hebrew or Christian scriptures that 

say +O. you,: "Be involved!” 

What are the sources of your inspiration toward social justice? Is 

Catholic Christian tradition part of that process of involvement? 
If so, cite some examples. 

Do you experience obstacles to getting involved in social justice 

issues? Please name some. 

Goals: 

To listen to the women of MSA. 

To learn what social justice issues are important to them. 

To discover how and why they are involved in social justice or not. 

To give them an opportunity to talk about obstacles they may have 

experienced. 

To discover if biblical or church tradition has been an influence in 

their actions toward social justice or not. 

To become aware of an evolving story of MSA as community. 

Week Two: Start with the large group, reporting on the 

highlights of first week. Break into small groups.’ From 

the experience of the previous week, and from handouts 

given out last week, discuss the diverse understandings of 

justice, social justice and.charity. 

Goals: 

1) To discover the different understandings of justice, social 

justice, and charity and come to a common meaning for the group. 

2) To discover the richness of social justice involvement that already 

exists in the women of MSA.  



Week Three: In small groups discuss the MSA Mission 

Statement. Include some information about the mission of 

Sister's of Mercy, e.g.: Founder's desire for the community 

to be in service of "distressed women" and to work in the 

spirit of Martha and Mary. 

Goals: 

1) Determine what participants know and understand about the statement. 

2) Discuss the interplay between reflection and action, thinking and 

doing, praying and working within social justice and how this "fits" 

the mission statement. 

3) To determine how programs can be planned in the future to encourage 

social justice. 

Week Four: Ask women of MSA who are active in a social 

justice ministry to share their work with the large group. 

Goals: 

1) To acquaint more women with the work already being done by women of 

MSA 

23 To discover how individuals or a group from the theological center 

can assist in their ministry. 

Implementation and design: 

One of the customs at MSA is to gather for dinner 

prior to one-hour discussions. Frequently, short handouts 

are given to participants ahead of time. We would mail the 

five questions listed in Week One before the series begins. 

At the end of the Week One and Two we would give out short 

articles for everyone to read. We would end each week with 

a short prayer. 

 



Timetable 

Fall of 99: Continue to meet with the planning group 

to discuss further format, plan prayer and gather 

appropriate handouts, bibliography and method of 

evaluation. 

February/March, 2000: Hold series of four meetings 

with participants. 

March 2000: Draft of Project Report 

End of March 2000: Complete Project Report 

Criteria and Method of Evaluation: 

We would like to create an evaluation that will 

discover if the weekly sessions are helpful to the women 

and to assist MSA in planning future programs. An idea is 

to ask the participants to complete a sentence Or answer a 

question. It will be further developed at the time of 

implementation. 

 



Implementation 

Report 
 
 

     



IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT 

I would like to begin this report by thanking Mount Saint 

Agnes Theological Center for Women (MSA) and especially Sr. Mary 

Agquin O’Neill and Diane Caplin for agreeing to have this 

reflection series on social justice at the center. Besides 

having the series at the center, Sr. Mary Aquin was a mentor to 

me as this program was developed and implemented. 

Planning committee: 

Mary Aquin O'Neill, RSM PhD, Theology, Director and co-founder of MSA 

in 1992 

Natalie Barringer, chair of MSA Board; charter member of Archdiocesan 

Peace & Justice Commission and Archdiocesan Ecumenical Commission 

Rosalie Douglas, MA, retired Catholic school teacher and administrator; 

volunteer at Good Samaritan Hospital and volunteer assistant to 

Directress of Senior Citizen Friendship Club at St. Matthew’s Roman 

Catholic Church 

Janet Houlihan Kain, MA, worker for church reform and volunteer at 

NETWORK, a National Catholic Social Justice Lobby 

Mary Jane O’Brien, PhD, retired teacher and principal; interested in 

women's issues within the church 

Summary of the First Week - February 16, 2000 

The goal of the first week was to listen to the women of 

MSA talk about their own experiences. In addition to the 

committee, 19 women signed up for the reflection series. After 

an initial welcome and introduction of the committee, small 

groups formed with members of the committee serving as 

discussion leaders. Each of the participants received a letter 

prior to the series asking them to consider three questions 

(Appendix-1) :  



What social justice issues have you given time and energy to in the 

past? What issues are important to you now and why? 

What passages from the Hebrew or Christian scriptures most move you to 

be involved in social justice and why? Be specific. 

What are the primary sources of your inspiration toward social justice? 

Has Catholic Christian social teaching been important in this process 

for you? df so, how? 

The group discussions began with the prayer, “The Magnificat of 

Now,” from Miryam of Nazareth: Woman of Strength & Wisdom by Ann 

Johnson (Appendix-2). 

Questions from Week One: 

Prior to beginning the discussion, a.gquestion, not sent out 

ahead of time, was asked: “When you hear the word ‘social 

justice,’ what comes to your mind?” The intention was to 

receive spontaneous answers. Some of the responses were: 

Help right order come again 

Balance of justice between community & individual 

Community responsibility 

Awareness of what is unjust 

"Planting seeds” even if you do not always see results 

Taking the right size slice 

Educating the innocent so human rights cannot be taken or denied 

Women's issues are also involved in social justice 

Public demonstrations on behalf of poor and disenfranchised 

Working against any "ism" 

Working to insure the personal dignity and respect of each person 

Working to change structures so all have essentials for living society 

The groups next shared their own interests in social justice 

based on the mailed questions. Some topics of interest were: 

Women in the church and society, domestic and international 

Economic development of third world 

Peace and disarmament 

Environment 

Health care for all 

Sociology of poverty, welfare, homelessness  



People with mental and physical disabilities 

Women, wages, children, housing 

Racial and civil rights for immigrants to USA 

Education 

Amnesty international 

Death penalty 

Dichotomy between education and direct service 

The questions on the influence of scripture, church tradition 

and other cultural influences elicited these responses: 

Scripture: 

Exodus: I have witnessed the affliction of my people 

Deuteronomy: Choose life 

Samuel, —-:1s it I, Lord 

Suffering Servant 

Hosea: For it is love that I desire, not sacrifice, and knowledge of 

God rather than holocausts. 

The Beatitudes 

Two greatest commandments 

Matthew: Do not store up earthly treasures 

Scripture was opened to some after social awareness experiences 

Church Tradition and Other Cultural Influences: 

Religious communities who taught in schools 

Vatican II and documents that came from church after council 

Justice and peace committees in parishes 

Organizations such as Campaign for Human Development, Friendship House 

in New York, NETWORK, Call to Action 

Knowing people like the Berrigans, Dorothy Day, society’s homeless and 

many individual women from religious communities 

Many had never studied or heard church social justice documents 

preached in church, but discovered them on their own once involved 

Some Catholic movements actually discouraged some people, e.g. right to 

life and some individual clergy 

Parents/family were strongest influence 

Several worked as nurses, a career that had strong influences 

Quaker Religion 

Women writers and African American writers 

The first week ended with the large group gathering once more to 

repeat the “Magnificat of Now,” )antiphonally this time. The 

participants were left with a question to reflect on during the  



week: “As you leave MSA today, ponder the many stories you have 

shared and heard about the women of MSA and their involvement in 

social justice. Which stories nourish or challenge you as a 

woman of faith?” 

Summary of the Second Week: February 23, 2000 

The goal of the second week was to understand the 

differences among justice, social justice and charity and how 

they effect systemic change in society. A handout was given out 

at the end of the first week (Appendix-3). Diane Caplin, PhD, 

Philosophy, Associate Director and co-founder of MSA made the 

presentation. 

She began by explaining that justice is always toward 

others and not self. Justice requires relationship; there must 

be an agent and an other. She commented that she hears many 

people today speak of being just to themselves, which is not a 

correct. use of the virtue. 

She helped the group to understand: 

How distributive, legal and commutative justice relate to the 
individual and the social whole 

That “agent” and “other” are not always in a relationship of 
equality, e.g. the state/citizen or the institution of 
church/individual 

The difference between charity and justice 

of the issues discussed were: 

Civil disobedience 

Justice for the mentally ill 

Living wage  



Conflict between legal justice as opposed to distributive justice 

and human rights 

Tendency in today’s society to equate moral and legal justice 

Importance of seeing every one/thing as other in charity 

The group looked at the rights of human beings as defined 

by Aristotle. The environment and non-human beings were added 

to the list as things that may not have been considered in 

Aristotle’s time. 

The discussion ended with the group reciting a Magnificat 

adapted from a meditation on Luke 1 by Dorothee S6lle in 

Revolutionary Patience as found in Sacred Journeys by Jan L. 
  

Richardson (Appendix-4). In this selection S6lle alternates 

verses that begin with “It is written that Mary said,” or “Today 

we express that differently.” The group recited the “It is 

written..” verses and individuals recited the “Today...” verses. 

The question asked at the end of prayer was: “As we leave here 

today, I invite you to pray Mary’s Magnificat and to ponder how 

you would express this prayer today?” 

Summary of Third Week: Wednesday, March 1, 2000 

The goal of the third week was to help the women understand 

MSA's mission statement in relationship to social justice. The 

presenter was Mary Aquin O’Neill, RSM, PhD, Theology, Director 

and co-founder of MSA. A handout was given to each participant 

at the end of week two (Appendix-5). They were also given a  



booklet on Catherine McAuley, the foundress of the Sisters of 

Mercy (Appendix-6). 

Sr. Mary Aquin explained that MSA is associated with the 

Sisters of Mercy of the Americas (RSM). In their Direction 

Statement they are called to: “to commit our resources in 

solidarity with women seeking fullness of life and equality in 

church and society.” MSA is a response to that statement. In 

her presentation she named the ways that MSA attempts to foster 

social justice in the way it operates. She: also sees MSA as a 

place to liberate women who want to study theology and considers 

this social justice. Some of the points she emphasized were: 

The administration and board members are equal numbers of Sisters of 

Mercy and other laywomen. This is written in the by-laws. 

They pay a just wage to all staff. 

They avoid division in the community, e.g. in fund raising they do not 

differentiate between people who give large or small amounts. 

They attempt to resist models of “big” business. 

They assist young women financially to study theology. 

They minister to other ministers. 

also shared with the group the challenges they have faced in 

establishing a theology center for women: 

Including the words “for women” and “theological” in the name has been 

seen as a “contradiction in terms.” 

Many in the RSM community consider “hands on” ministries as more 
important than intellectual study. 

The struggle of the RSM community to accept equal lay leadership. 

The difficulty of attracting young women to MSA. 

The challenge to remain focused on goals when others try to pull MSA in 
many directions 

Many think it is a retreat center instead of a place of study. 

hour ended by lighting a candle for each of the ways MSA 

attempts Lo accomplish its mission (Appendiz-7). As in previous  



weeks, the prayer concluded with a question: “Do we dare to be 

as consumed with mercy and compassion as Catherine McAuley?” 

Summary of Week Four: March 8, 2000 

The goal of this week was to inform participants of the 

ways MSA women engage in social justice work. A panel of women 

was invited who regularly participate in MSA programs and also 

work or volunteer in a ministry of social justice. They were: 

Mary Joel Davis: Director of Alternative Directions, a Civil 

Legal Assistance Program 

Mary Catherine Bunting: Board member of Friendship and Safe 

House, for men and women with addictions 

Janet Houlihan Kain: Volunteer at NETWORK: a National Catholic 

Social Justice Lobby 

Sue Wasiljov: Volunteer with Amnesty International 

In a letter confirming that they would be on the panel they were 

asked to share (Appendix-8): 

The work of the organization/and their involvement 

If and how participation in programs at MSA benefits their ministry 

. How women of MSA can assist their organization 

After a brief discussion, the hour ended with prayer. 

Because it was Ash Wednesday, a blessing and distribution of 

ashes was included. There was no question ending this fourth 

week, but the Corporal and Spiritual works of Mercy were read 

leaving the participants with something to reflect on during the 

Lenten season (Appendix-9).  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION IN THE IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 

I have used the theological reflection model found in 

Method in Ministry by James and Evelyn Whitehead. The three 

stages in this method are: attending, assertion and pastoral 

response. The first week of the reflection series looked at the 

participants’ experience and interests in social justice. There 

was also an opportunity to share if and how scripture and 

tradition influenced their involvement and what other areas of 

culture sparked an -lnterest in social ‘justice or not. The 

Whiteheads would call this first week attending. 

Attending Through Shared Stories 

The initial question about the meaning of the word “social 

justice” helped all to realize the many levels of social 

justice, from working at a parish soup kitchen, to teaching, to 

active lobbying in Washington for social change. As the women 

shared their stories, many realized that they had been more 

involved in social. justice ‘than they once thought. A woman who 

lived down the street from the Berrigans realized that civil 

disobedience is not the only way Lo practice social justice. 

She saw that teaching students to think and change attitudes was 

another way. 

Not all stories were of positive experiences. Some of the 

women experienced injustice. One experienced the difficulty of 

being a Catholic minority while the other experienced being in a  



racial minority. Both of these women are interested in 

diversity lssues today. 

A woman who grew up in the area of the draft-card burning 

incident with the “Catonsville nine” found this a life-changing 

eyent.. ‘Coming from a “good family” ‘she congidered their actions 

wrong, put the tension this incident brought to her’ life was 

actually the beginning of a raised consciousness. 

Attending Through Scripture, Church and Other Traditions 

The experiences of the initial focus group and the 

subsequent reflection group during implementation of the project 

were similar. Both shared stories of justice and charity 

encountered first in their family and second: in their schools. 

They did not remember being challenged from the pulpit on issues 

of social justice. 

When asked about scripture, one woman said that the 

scriptures put pieces in perspective, but real people enfleshed 

the meaning for her today. One woman trying to remember how the 

church traditions affected her said that she knows she was 

taught the'church’s social doctrines in college, but if was: her 

own personal experiences of life that were her most important 

teachers and she wishes that the priest would preach from his 

own personal experience of life and the injustice that he sees. 

Vatican II was the strongest experience of church 

tradition that led to the women’s involvement in social justice.  



The memory, of many;iprior.to Vatican I1 was of a church that 

focused on what “not” Lo do. One woman said it was not until 

after she became aware of injustices in the world and her 

responsibility to make a difference that the scriptures began to 

come alive for her. Another said it was not the preaching from 

the pulpit or the documents of the church, but individual 

persons whose witness to social justice had the greatest 

influence, as she became an adult. 

Parents were the strongest influence for most women. Many 

parents taught them to think of everyone as equal; to be 

considerate of others in the neighborhood; to know the 

difference between luxuries and needs. Their families belonged 

to organizations that taught them to reach beyond the family 

toward others in society. 

Many reached back into their memory to share the deeds of 

their mothers. One; who said her mother was a terrificirole 

model, recalled being in church with her mother when the priest 

interrupted Mass to tell a black woman that “her church” was 

down the street. After Mass her mother told the priest he was 

wrong. The priest did not appreciate the challenge, but the 

daughter learned a lot from her mother’s courage. 

Moving to Assertion in Second and Third Weeks 

The attending that took place during this first week was 

important for the women at MSA, but it also brought questions  



that were addressed during the second and third week. Before 

the small group discussions, many women doubted that they worked 

in social Justice. In listening to others and reflecting on 

their own lives, an awareness of action on behalf of social 

justice was clearer to them. Questions developed that were 

answered during the weeks of assertion. The handouts for weeks 

two and three provided clarification of ideas to the dialogue. 

The group found it helpful to read the handout on terms and 

to dialogue about them with Diane Caplin. Diane helped the 

group to realize that charity comes before justice and that if 

more. people acted out of charity, the lack of Justice would not 

be an issue. Before this discussion many thought of charity as 

giving money to a cause or helping someone in need, but the 

definition of charity being beyond justice lifted it to a higher 

level. An important lesson learned was that there are many 

kinds of “justice, but only one gift of charity. Diane’s 

presentation was on social justice as seen in the Christian 

tradition. Some thought this sounded like Christianity “owned” 

social justice and were concerned that “in justice” we were not 

recognizing other’s efforts. It would be interesting to have 

someone speak about justice from another religion’s perspective. 

When talking about assertion, the Whitehead’s define it as 

“having the courage to share our convictions and the willingness 

to be challenged.” (P.13) Sr. Mary Aquin O’Neill’s presentation  



was an example of “conviction and challenge” as she described 

the early history of the center and the challenges it endures. 

While the words “social justice? are:ncot'a part of the center's 

name, iL is part of Its mission. She shared her struggle to 

convince RSM members that there is a place for intellectual 

discussion of theology for women and that it’ is-as important for 

society as helping a woman to raise her family or pass a GED 

exam. Her hope is that in the study of theology women will work 

for justice:in Their workplace and volunteer efforts. This 

presentation enabled the women who attend programs at MSA to see 

that 1f.is an institution that stands for justice and practices 

justice everyday. The women were grateful for her sharing. 

They see social justice from a broader perspective after the 

presentations by Diane.and 8r. Mary Aguin. It was a time fo 

look at what the church says. about the virtues of justice, 

charity and social Justice and to look at. the mission of MSA and 

its call foc justice as a theological .center. 

Pastoral Response in Action 

During the fourth week, the women on the panel exemplified 

a pastoral response to the need for charity and justice in the 

world. The panel members shared their initial awareness of 

social justice needs in society and how they turned this 

awareness .into action. For the participants iti was not only a 

time tO be challenged by the panel. .It was also a time to  



celebrate the witness the women on the panel give to the 

community. The sharing that took place during this fourth week 

opened doors for what other women can do in the future and put 

into practice all that had been discussed during the first three 

weeks of this series. 

Mary Joel Davis of Alternative Directions described in 

vivid imagery the women she visits in prisons. She divided the 

room into murderers, prostitutes, drug addicts and dealers. She 

told those present that: 

They could not open their mouths 

No one cared what they thought 

They were terrible people who when set free would go back to prison 
over and over 

Almost all had been abused as children and as adults 

When leaving prison they would be given less than $75.00 to establish 
themselves in society again. 

She described opportunities to be mentors for the women in 

person or over the phone. When ‘asked If she was afraid to visit 

the prison, she said, “Never!” She always remembers the 

negative messages they have been given and the abuse they have 

received and tries to heal the negative image they have of 

themselves. 

Mary Catherine Bunting shared how her career in community 

nursing made her aware of the many struggles for people in poor 

areas of the city. People would come to the clinic for medical 

attention, but she quickly discovered that the problems were 

beyond medical needs. Some of the problems were: low wages,  



housing, illiteracy, single parenting and substance abuse. She 

now volunteers for a community board that helps men and women 

gegcape a life:of drug and alcohol. addiction by providing 

housing, job training and support. 

Sue Wasiljov is active in Amnesty International. They 

work: 

With prisoners of conscience, provided they do not use or advocate 
violence 

To end the detention of political prisoners to have a fair trial 

Against the death penalty and the torture and inhumane treatment of 

prisoners 

To end execution of prisoners and “disappearances” 

She offered ways for the women to be involved in Amnesty on a 

local or international level. The easiest way and many times 

the most important way to be involved is letter writing, 

something everyone can do. Simply staying informed on the 

issues is another way to be involved. 

Janet Houlihan Kain put it all together when she talked 

about her work with NETWORK and her participation at MSA. She 

said they fit together for her. She learns a language at MSA 

that she can transfer into her volunteer work at NETWORK. She 

learns about the problem at NETWORK and at MSA she learns how to 

express these problems in theological language. 

Through a combination of shared stories, presentations, and 

a panel of activists the goal of this project has been realized. 

The women of MSA are concerned about many issues of social 

justice in our city and the larger world. During this four-week 
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theological reflection, which has been woven with prayer, MSA 

has had the opportunity to: 

Listen to its regular participants 

Dialogue about important distinctions between charity and justice 

Share with everyone the ongoing goals of the center to be a place of 
active social justice in the community. 

Those who plan programs will be able to look to the future and 

plan programs on specific issues with confidence that the women 

are interested and will respond. 

 



ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE GAINED IN THE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT 

Importance of Collaboration in Planning 

The seed for this project began during the course “Society 

and Ethics,” but in order for the seed to be planted, I made an 

appointment with Sr. Mary 'Aquin O'Neill, the director of MSA. 

It was evident right away that an idea needs input from more 

than one person before it can be planted in dirt and grow. Sr. 

Mary Aquin’s experience was that when programs on social justice 

were offered the number of interested women was much smaller 

than for other programs. In discussing the idea of having a 

program on a specific issue it was concluded that “why women did 

not sign up” was a pastoral problem that needed to be addressed. 

One of the first things I learned is that more ideas are 

created when people are gathered to help than when attempting to 

do something alone. At the meeting, it was agreed that I would 

aglk others to Join in “this project. After calling four women, I 

sent a follow-up letter explaining some of the requirements for 

the pastoral project and thanking them for agreeing to be on the 

committee (Appendix -10). After a date was agreed upon a memo 

was sent asking them to reflect on several questions (Appendix 

11)... This initial sharing was 80 enriching for the group that a 

decision was made to repeat this experience and make it the core 

Of the project. The questions gave each person a forum to  



express their own activities and interests in social justice, 

who and what influenced these interests and why each person 

thought social justice should continue to be on programs at MSA. 

Another idea that developed from the initial discussion was 

the question of charity. One Or ‘another would ask, Ybut isn’t 

that charity??? "In .trying to answer the guestion, it was 

realized that more information was needed to clarify the 

difference between justice and charity. This experience led to 

a.presentation ion. that topic. 

The theme for the third week came from the director’s 

sharing. In talking about justice, it became clear that when 

MSA was a dream in her mind, justice was part of that dream. It 

was decided that including the mission statement and the early 

history of MSA should be.a topic for one of {the weeks, 

Generosity of Others 

I learned about the generosity of MSA women. Each of the 

women who gathered at that first meeting wrote down how they 

thought a series of reflections should flow. These ideas 

developed into. a project proposal. As women were asked to be 

involved in the project, all accepted the invitation. Some 

agreed toilead the small group discussions; others to plan the 

prayers; two agreed to make presentations and four accepted 

invitations to be on a panel. The project was taking on a life 

Of its own with the help of so many generous people. It was no  



longer my idea or a course requirement. The planning committee 

began to look at this as a program on social justice that would 

impact the theological center now and in the future. 

Importance of Details 

With so many ideas I had to learn about time management. 

Through experience Sr. Mary Agquin has learned that women do not 

gign up for programs lasting more than an hour and that they 

appreciate beginning and ending on time. Some members of the 

committee wanted to add to the original questions reflected on 

during the initial meeting. I wanted to accommodate them, but 

realized that there was not enough time to add questions. The 

initial focus group met for two hours and could have continued 

the discussion even longer. When planning several things had to 

be considered: which questions to use, time for movement to and 

from groups and time for prayer. Some questions had to be cut 

from the original experience. This was done by the group. It 

was much easier to resolve problems and create changes through 

group discernment than if one person dictated changes. I 

experienced tremendous support from the group as we went through 

this process. 

Planning prayers 

The aspect. of this reflection series that I enjoyed the 

most was the planning of prayers and creating an environment for 

prayer each week..: Three from the larger planning committee  



worked together on the prayer. Each week’s reflection was 

designed to last ond hour with the praver taking only five 

minutes. 

It was decided that because MSA is a theological center for 

women, the Magnificat was an appropriate prayer to begin the 

series. Mary’s Magnificat is timeless and directed to. social 

justice and building up the reign of God. To avoid repeating 

the same prayer each week, the topics were examined for a theme. 

Ash Wednesday 1s not a favorite feast day for some of the 

women, but it was felt that this feast day was an important day 

in the church’s calendar to remember. Ashes for some is a 

negative symbol. It is a reminder that some people have been 

treated like dirt making it difficult to hear that one is 

created from ashes. © I thought it was important to lock for help 

in planning a prayer using ashes. 

I talked to Mary Milano about ashes and women. She 

suggested the phrase, “Remember you are dust, but of YOU I will 

make the clay to build the reign of God.” This phrase gave a 

more positive idea of women “called” to build the reign of God. 

It also used the symbol of clay that has been important. to me in 

this entire process. 

Another important consideration was how the ashes were 

received. The experienced hoped for was that of: a ‘group and not 

Of individuals receiving ashes. A circle was used for the  



prayer and as each woman received ashes the entire group 

repeated: “Remember you are dust, but of YOU I will make the 

clay to build the relgn of God.” It. was a beautiful way to end 

the series and begin the season of Lent. 

Summary of Knowledge Gained 

Besides the value of collaboration, I learned the value of 

being immersed in an idea. I had a narrow idea of how justice 

relates to the poor and learned that there are many more areas 

of social Justice that are important. The list of words 

elicited from the first week broadened my own narrow ideas 

(Appendix-12) . 

Also in reading articles unrelated to this project, I 

recognize the importance of social justice in more areas of 

life. Recently 1 watched a program on public television about 

Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, two women who 

fought for justice towards women long before Vatican II. I also 

read an article about priests and AIDS in the recent “America” 

magazine. Neither of these issues was related to the poor, but 

they were definitely related to social justice. 

Hopefully, my eyes will continue to be opened. As one 

woman in a small group said, when you become aware of an 

injustice inione area; it is difficult to miss it#in other 

areas. Awareness has been a consistent theme from the women of 

MSA during this series of reflection.  



ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT BY 

PARTICIPANTS 

The evaluation of this project could be judged simply by 

the number of women who signed up. There were six on the 

planning committee and nineteen additional women signed up for 

the reflection series. The room does not allow for more than 

twenty-five people. One or two missed a week due to illness, 

but made :a point to call and ask for handouts. For me this was 

a sign of genuine interest in the topic. Remembering that “why 

women did not sign up” for programs on social justice was the 

initial pastoral problem, I found this attendance reassuring. 

Besides the number of responses to the reflection series, 

the enthusiasm of the small groups was an immediate indication 

that the women at MSA are interested in social justice. The 

question: Why have you not signed up for things in the past?” 

was never asked. More was learned from asking, “What areas of 

social justice are you interested in and why?” The answers told 

us that our “pastoral problem” was not their lack of interest or 

awareness of social justice issues in the community, city or 

world. Without asking, one may never know “why” someone does 

not sign up for. a particular: program. 

As women gathered week after week they thanked me for this 

opportunity to talk.to other women at MSA about social justice.  



They brought articles that could be passed out to the whole 

group and told of upcoming conferences people could attend. 

We received twenty written evaluations from those present. 

The purpose of the evaluation was to learn if these weekly 

sessions were helpful to the women and to assist MSA in planning 

programs in the future. The evaluation asked them to complete a 

Sentence or answer a question. The evaluation form is included 

as an appendix (Appendix-13). 

The purpose of this reflection series was to: 

- Converse about your own experience; 

= Consider the meaning of social Justice in the Christian 

tradition; 

Deepen your knowledge of what other MSA women are doing in 

this field; 

Explain the role of our theological center for women with 

respect to efforts for social Justice. 

Week One Evaluation: 

I asked each person to complete the following sentence: 

“The group discussion helped you to.. .” The reason for asking 

this was to determine if the individuals benefited from the 

group sharing. They completed the sentence saying that the 

sharing helped them to: 

Think about what has been done in the past; consider interests for the 

future 

Learn of the variety of interests held by other women. 

Appreciate the value of teaching social justice together with activism 

Appreciate the broad and the small community based efforts of social 

justice 

Raise questions of justice and charity 

Consider what they can do in the future 

Know women of MSA better  



Realize that social justice is the responsibility of all and can be 

accomplished if all participate; realized that I am not alone in my 

work; learned the power of a group 

Consider how my Catholic upbringing impacted my understanding 

Appreciate the experiences of women of another generation 

Realize the depth and commitment of MSA women 

See thread of religion as basis for good and for woe in life 

See that Catholic Social Doctrine is enabling for many, but limited in 

language 

Week Two Evaluation: 

The purpose of week two was to understand terms better. In 

the evaluation I wanted to know if Diane Caplin’s presentation 

made a difference in their understanding. The ideas clarified 

were that: 

Charity demonstrates justice for and to others and comes out of 

ourselves as we first exercise acceptance and charity towards ourselves 

Justice is part of being human and is due to “the other” 

Social justice is community oriented 

Charity is the work of the spirit in an individual to reach out toc the 

other 

Justice comes in many shapes and forms 

It is important to identify with the other and then create world that 

has fewer others 

A narrow constraint is put on charity when it is only seen in terms of 
money instead of love and advocacy 

The many differences between types of justice 

The challenge of being people united in diversity; gives flesh to 
social responsibility 

Catholics/Christians seem to claim social justice; surely other people 

use same concepts 

Some have questions about where social justice began 

We did not have enough time to discuss charity at length 

Christian social justice is a difficult concept easily distorted 

without prudence 

Those outside of Catholic Church have a different definition of social 

justice; like the idea that every individual is responsible for society 

Week Three Evaluation: 

The plan for this week was to share some of the ideas that 

created MSA by sharing the mission, philosophy, values and the 

connection it has with the direction statement of the Sisters of 
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Mercy of the Americas. On the evaluation it was asked if this 

information made a difference in how the participants viewed 

MSA. The following comments were made about Sr. Mary Aquin’s 

presentation: 

Strengthens vision of activist/intellectual approach as nurturer of 

social justice 

Makes connection between RSM, MSA and social justice and helps one to 

realize that MSA is a house of social justice 

Understand how MSA incorporates social justice in thought, word and 

deed 

Wished there had been discussion on the handout on “Catherine” 

Heightened awareness of anti-intellectualism in church & society 

As a newcomer to MSA found discussion valuable. 

Understand the need to stay focused in MSA’s mission 

See Catherine McAuley’s three visions of equality, ecumenism and 

education at MSA in a prayerful, hospitable environment for women. 

Week Four Evaluation: 

The panel was designed to inform participants of the Ways MSA 

women engage in social justice work. In the evaluation the 

women were asked to make suggestions on how MSA women could 

continue to be informed and to dialogue on topics of social 

justice. Ideas from the participants were to: 

Canvas MSA attendees on current interests and involvements in social 

justice organizations 

Establish resources and contact lists for interested members 

Identify appropriate women’s organizations to support 

Gather further up-dates from members of MSA similar to today’s panel 

Keep MSA’s focus in mind, invite experts on other topics of justice 

Repeat this discussion series 

Have programs with more specific themes e.g. justice in law, in 

politics 

Keep summary sheet available with major issues to call elected 

officials 

Create an action column in MSA's “Scoop” 

Invite leaders and workers from social justice organizations outside of 

Catholic Church 

Discuss how MSA can work with the arts and justice  



The evaluation also asked for “other” comments. Some of those 

were: 

Good framework for discussion, balanced format 

Evaluation sheet is a good instrument for self-clarification of subject 

Series will make a difference in my own volunteer work 

Enthusiasm of all participants negated original premise that the women 

of MSA are not interested in social justice issues 

Consider longer sessions 

Continue to offer programs on social justice (at least 12 women would 

like to help in future planning). 

Evaluation of prayer was not on the evaluation form, but 

many said adding prayer at the end of each discussion was a good 

way to put prayer/learning together. It does take time away for 

the discussion and some people would like the discussion to be 

longer. It is sometimes hard to balance the needs of everyone. 

My own evaluation of the project was that it was a 

tremendous success. © 1 had visions of begging people to sign up 

to help me with my project but in reality there was not space 

for more people. 

The women on the planning team, the presenters and panel 

were generous with their time, were prepared when they arrived 

and enthusiastic about the program. Without them it would not 

have been as enjoyable a project. 

The hour was too short a.timesfor all thatithe planning 

committee hoped to accomplish. 1 would consider making. each 

week longer or adding more weeks. Sometimes people do not sign 

up for a series lasting more that four weeks. IL is important 

to take that kind of past experience into consideration when  



planning. The planning team has a date to meet and discuss the 

implications for MSA in the future. I am sure the evaluations 

will provide many ideas for future programs. 

 



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION DURING THE EVALUATION PHASE 

As was sald earlier this project was first a seed planted 

during the course “Society and Ethics.” The topic of social 

justice has always been important to me. Earlier in my married 

life, I volunteered in soup kitchens and was very active in my 

parish and children’s school. In 1985 1 entered the acadenic 

world and wondered constantly what I was going to do when I grew 

up. ‘Thai first evening at “the Woods” 1 received a heart atone 

with the word, “wisdom”, and since that weekend have prayed for 

that wisdom. I have nurtured the philodendron cutting we each 

received and hoped I would grow as it has grown. I have 

watered, pruned and started a new pot with cuttings while 

praying that these same things were shaping me. All of these 

earlier experiences created fertile soil for seeds planted in 

wSociety and Ethics”. 

In that course there was an option to do something creative 

for the unit “Bucharist and the World” instead of writing a 

Paper. I chose to mold an earth ball out of clay. In working 

with the clay the first seed was planted. In the process of 

reading about .the Eucharist and. creating the clay earth ball, 1 

was aware 0f the brokenness in our world and mystified and 

frightened as to what my:role in its healing should/would be ‘in 

the future. T:carved out places on the earth ball to signify 
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brokenness and then added men, women and children holding 

earth together to represent the healing of the Eucharist. 

As this clay was taking shape, “what am I called to do” was 

ever-present question. Answering it took me to praver. « If 

has been my habit to begin prayer with the opening line of Psalm 

63, “God you are my God, I am seeking you.” The answer seemed 

to be that ‘I was one of the women holding this earth ball 

together. Without knowing just how, I knew that this clay earth 

ball would be connected to the pastoral project. 

In another unit about a .case study in social ethics, I 

wrote about women and poverty. I read about the social and 

economic causes of poverty for low-income women and their 

children. I read the bishops’ attempted pastoral on women which 

defalled causes of poverty and the church’s role in relieving 

this poverty. A second seed was planted for the project when 

Mary Milano asked, “What are you. going to do with the ideas in 

this paper?” 

The planted seeds were there when I needed a pastoral 

problem to. .complete this program of study. ‘Unfortunately, the 

seeds I thought were planted were dug up and replanted. They 

were still present, but my vision was shattered when I first 

talked to Sr. Mary Aquin about what I wanted to accomplish. 

found it was easy (0. git at my computer and “dream” about a 

project. It ls.more difficult to pul that dream into reality.  



I did not have her experience of planning programs for the women 

of MSA. : I'had not gone to some '0f the. programs on.social 

justice that they had offered so I could not argue with the 

facis of her reality. The dirt and seeds were disturbed at that 

first meeting and needed to be placed in a new pot, watered and 

nurtured. Sr. Mary Aquin held the watering can and the planning 

team filled it with water. After calling four other women to 

form a committee, Sr. Mary Agquin suggested writing a letter 

asking them to think about questions on social justice before we 

gathered for our first meeting (Appendix-11). 

This first meeting held at my house over a year ago was a 

wonderful turning point. Before they arrived I tried to create 

an atmosphere that would show the women how this idea began in 

my mind. :. On a table in the .center of the room, 1 placed a 

tablecloth, bought on a trip to Jerusalem, and on it the'earth 

ball and the philodendron first received at “the Woods” when I 

began this Master’s program. I explained each item to the 

committee before we began the discussion. During this first 

meeting a tiny sprout appeared. When the questions were 

discussed, the committee came to the realization that this 

process could be repeated. 

The process has been repeated and expanded to include the 

four weeks described above. TI have learned an important lesson: 

the women at MSA are interested and involved in social justice  



and many have been for a long time. However, an interest in 

social justice does not guarantee that someone will sign up for 

a particular program. One of the panelist, who works with 

prison women said she would never come to MSA for a program on 

social justice. She attends MSA as a diversion from her social 

justice work and she has interests in other theological issues. 

In listening to this woman, I have learned that signing up or 

not” signing up for a social justice.program does not 

necessarily relate to the participant’s interests or concern for 

others in social Justice. 

The women of MSA have learned a lot about each other and 

the varied experiences each has had in the world of social 

justice. The group moved from experience to learning through 

dialogue and presentations on justice, charity and the mission 

statement of the theological center. During the last week the 

group learned about opportunities available to women who have a 

desire to be more involved. The pastoral response of the panel 

was a gift to the women present. 

As the series ended, each woman received a clipping from 

the philodendron plant. My hope was that in giving these 

clippings, new roots would be planted, watered and nurtured for 

the healing of the world and building of the reign of God.  
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February b, 2000 

Thank you for signing up for the ‘series. on social justice. 

As the brochure said this course has two goals: to help me 

complete requirements for my Masters in Pastoral Theology and to 

help Mt. St. Agnes plan social justice programs in the future. 

I hope that those who benefit most are you who have signed up 

and the committee who have generously given their time to 

collaborate during the planning. 

During the first week our goal is to listen to each other 

about our own views of social justice, why we are involved or 

not, and how has our faith influenced involvement or not. We 

will break into groups of six to.discuss the following 

questions: 

1. What social justice issues have you given time and energy to 

in the past? What issues are important to you now and why? 

What passages from the Hebrew or Christian scriptures most 

move you to be involved in social justice and why? Be 

specific. 

What are the primary sources of your inspiration toward 

social justice? Has Catholic Christian social teaching been 

important inithis process for you? If so, how? 

In preparation for our discussion it would be extremely 

beneficial if you can give these questions some thought. We 

only have 45 minutes and there will be 6 people in each small 

group. If you have any questions please call or email me. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia B. Rugemer  
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Prayer Week One: February 16, 2000 

The Magnificat of Now 
from: Miryam of Nazareth: Woman of Strength & Wisdom 

by Ann Johnson 
Right: 

My spirit watches for the potent moment, Yahweh, 

and in the midst of this celebration 

you are a throbbing presence. 

All of us are here. 

All of us are ready. 

in this time the nearness of your blessing is felt. 

“Wine they have not,” I said to him. 

“What is this to me and thee,” he said. 

"Not yet has come my hour.” 

is this work now beginning. 

Blessed is the first step. 

Blessed are those who, prepared, 

have the courage to begin. 

Blessed are you, Yahweh, the enabler of deeds 

great and simple for these people today. 

Left: 

The fruit of this work offers nourishment to generation 

after generation for those who harvest it. 

Right: 

You show us the potency of people with a clear commitment; 

you scatter the energies of those who vacillate. 

Left: 

You remove the moderators and the intercessors; 

you speak directly to those who speak to you. 

Right: 

You provide answers for those who question; 

to those who know the answers, you are silent. 

Left: 

You are here now, The Available One, 

for the work of these times, 

mindful of your continuing newness 

according to the traditions of all searching people. 

mindful of the continuing newness of each one of us, 

we come with open minds 

to accomplish the work of this day. 

Virginia: As you leave MSA today, ponder the many stories you have shared 

and heard about the women of MSA and their involvement in social justice. 

What stories nourish or challenge you as a woman of faith this day?  
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Mount Saint Agnes Women Reflect on Social Justice Diane M. Caplin, Ph.D. 
Justice, social justice and charity Wed., February 23, 2000 

Justice is the perfected ability to render to others what is owed to them. In other words, it is the 
perfected ability to respect the rights of others. All just relationships are the result of an “agent” 

rendering rights to an “other” to whom those rights are due. 

Rights: How do we identify those things that are due to human beings? 
1. From Nature: incommensurable, inalienable rights. These flow from the 

definition of what it means to be human. 

Life itself 

Reason/freedom 

Health 

Wealth 

Procreation 

Education 

Friendship 

Given by God, these rights are so intrinsic to what it means to be human that 
they are inseparable or inalienable from the person to whom they belong. To 

deny these rights to any human is to deny something intrinsically sacred about 

that person. 

2. From “man-made” law: legal codes, constitutions, rules, principles, guides. 

Another way of knowing our rights is encoded in the rules that govern our 

communities/societies. This second source of human rights is accountable to 

the first, the rights that are ours by nature. 

All rights (claims) are balanced by corresponding duties (responsibilities). 

In the Catholic tradition, there are three kinds of justice. 

eo commutative/reciprocal justice: obtains between two strictly equal 

individuals. Each party to the exchange owes and is due something. 

Contractual exchange. Mutual exchange agents. 

distributive/ministering justice: obtains between a governing body or 

community and the individual members of that body. Equality here is not 

strict but proportional. This relationship determines how much of the 

“common wealth” will be given to each individual and how much of the 
burdens of the society each will bear. The agent is the social whole and the 

“other” is the individual. 

legal or general justice: Here, the agents are the individuals and the “other” 
to whom something is owed is the social whole or governing body. Both strict 

equality (all are held to be equal under the law) and proportional equality (the 

individual cannot be thought to be equal to the governing body in the strict 

sense). Directs the actions of citizens toward the common good. 

social justice: An evolution of legal/general justice specific to Christians 
and developed especially in Catholic social teaching, social justice 

applies the Gospel command to love to social structures and political  



systems. The central concern of social justice is the institution’s impact on 
the lives of the people in it. Every individual in every system is 
accountable for the structures in which he/she lives. 

object: systemic, structural relationship e.g. Medicare 
agent. organized citizens working through the political process 

Charity: One of the three theological virtues (faith and hope are the other two), charity is the 

highest form of Christian love which originates from and culminates in God. Aquinas calls 
charity our “friendship” with God, citing John 15:15: “I now longer call you slaves, | have called 
you friends.” 

Our love of God for God's own sake. 
The motivation of charity is the Holy Spirit, which cooperates with our wills. 

The object of charity is to reach out to others, even the enemy and sinner. 
Charity perfects all other virtues (moral and intellectual) by directing them by referring them 
to the greatest good which is God. 
The NT (Greek) word for charity (caritas in Latin) is agape. It is the love of God, bestowed 

through Christ and the Holy Spirit upon humankind, as well as the love required of human 
beings for both God and one another. (See John 4:7-21). 

  

While justice is the highest moral virtue and the minimum obligation for good human action, 

charity is a gift, one that is received from the Holy Spirit and freely shared with others. Charity 
calls Christians beyond justice to self-sacrificing service to others. 

Note: The more “other” the other, the more the need for justice. The more we identify with 
others, the less the need for justice. In the highest form of friendship, the “other” is another 
myself. It makes no sense to talk about justice toward oneself because justice is a radically 

other-directed virtue. So, in love, the need for justice is exceeded. In love, the language of 

obligation makes no sense. Christian charity calls us to make the need for justice obsolete. 

Systemic Change 

Some human organizations function systematically to undermine the rights of persons or to 
make it impossible for them to flourish with even the most basic of human rights. The call to 
systemic change is very related to that of social justice: that is, the individual members of unjust 
organizations have a responsibility to change the systems that oppress people. It is a social sin 
to allow corrupt systems to continue to exploit the dignity and rights of human persons. 

EX: Monetary lending practices. Can laws prevent banks from exploiting? 
Educational opportunities 

Health care policies 

Arrest profiles by police 
Affirmative action programs 
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Prayer for Week 2: Wednesday, February 23, 2000 

Opening prayer: Virginia Rugemer 

Mary's “yes” to receiving the Body of Jesus gives women today the courage to 

be daring in our own “yes” as we work against injustice in our society. Let 

us pray this Magnificat adapted from a meditation of Dorothee Sdélle: 

All: 

It is written that mary said 

my soul doth magnify the lord 

and my spirit hath rejoiced in god my savior 

for he hath regarded the low estate of his handmaiden 

for behold from henceforth 

all generations shall call me blessed 

Mary Jane 

Today we express that differently 

my soul sees the land of freedom 

my spirit will leave anxiety behind 

the empty faces of men, woman and children will be filled with 

life 

we will become human beings 

long awaited by the generations sacrificed before us 

All: 

It is written that mary said 

for he that is mighty hath done to me great things 

and holy is his name 

and his mercy is on them that fear him 

from generation to generation 

Janet: 

Today we express that differently 

the great change that 1s taking place in us and through us 

will teach all- or it will not take place 

charity and justice will come about when the oppressed 

can rise from their hopelessness 

and all live in solidarity 

All: 

It is written that mary said 

he hath shewed strength with his arm 

he hath scattered the proud 

he hath put down the mighty from their seats 

and exalted them of low degree  



Rosalie: 

Today we express that differently 

we shall dispossess our proud and we shall challenge 

those who claim to understand the experience of being exploited 

and oppressed 

the rule of power-over will end 
objects will become people 

they will achieve their own better right 

All: 

It is written that mary said 

he hath filled the hungry with ‘good things 

and the rich he hath sent empty away 

he hath holpen his servant israel 

in remembrance of his mercy 

Natalie: 

Today we express that differently 

men and women will achieve equality 

their desire for self-determination will be fulfilled 

the craving for power will go unheeded 

their fears will be unnecessary 

and exploitation will come to an end 

Adapted from a meditation on Luke 1 by Dorothee S6lle in Revolutionary 

Patience as found in Sacred Journeys (P.33) by Jan L. Richardson 
  

Virginia: As we leave today, I invite you to pray Mary’s 

Magnificat and to ponder how you would express this prayer 

today. 
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Statement of Philosophy and Values 

Handout for Week Three: March 1, 2000 

Mary Aquin, O’Neill, RSM 

Mount Saint Agnes Theological Center for Women is founded on the 

Direction Statement of the Institute of the Sisters of Mercy of 

the Americas: to commit our resources in solidarity with women 

seeking fullness of life and equality in church and society. We 

believe that one of the most important ways to realize this 

solidarity is to create teaching/learning communities of women 

knowledgeable about our own living faith and open to learning 

about how others live theirs. We trust that such communities of 

women will engage in the works of mercy, renew traditions of 

spirituality and undertake reforms of church and society that 

will contribute to fullness of life for future generations. 

Based on what we value, Mount Saint Agnes Theological Center for 

Women accomplishes the mission by 

creating an atmosphere of welcome and of intellectual 

curiosity and creativity 

making our open table an example of eucharistic hospitality 

developing a language of prayer and methods of teaching 

that correspond to the desires of women and the reality of 

God 

honoring the works of women, especially those related to 

home and family, by programming and by choice of setting 

insisting that the women we serve are worthy of the best 

quality of intellectual content, pedagogical method, 

teachers and speakers 

encouraging participants to make their own homes oases of 

hospitality, beauty, spirituality and learning 

engaging in the corporal and spiritual works of mercy 

acknowledging the varying gifts and experience of women 

religious and other lay women by collaboration in 

administration and governance 

ensuring a just wage for all employees and benefits for 

those in need of them 

maximizing resources for direct service by using our 

facility for the directors’ residence as well as for our 

teaching/learning community 

stimulating a heightened consciousness of social justice 

and of the need for systemic change 

resisting the imposition of institutional and corporate 

models that run counter to these values  
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Memo to: Mary Aquin O'Neill 

Natalie Barringer 

Mary Jane O'Brien 

Rosalie Douglas 

Janet Houlihan Kain 

From: Virginia Rugemer 

Topic: Reflection Questions for April 12, meeting 

Date: ‘April 6, :1999 

  

I am looking forward to our meeting on Monday, April 12, 1999. 

Below is a list of question for discussion. After we share our 

thoughts on these questions, we can discuss possible offerings 

for MSA and my pastoral project. 

Since I will be writing a theological reflection of this meeting 

as part of my project, I would like permission to make an audio 

tape recording of our meeting. Please call me if this is a 

problem for you and I will not bring a recorder. 

Questions for discussion: 

What has led you to respond to issues of peace and justice in 

your life? 

What issues are most important to you? To what issues have you 

given your energy in the past? What calls to you now and why? 

Is there a passage in the Hebrew or Christian scriptures that 

says to you, "Be involved!" 

Did your inspiration toward social justice issues spring from 

the Catholic Christian tradition? Cite some examples. 

Are there obstacles to getting involved in social justice 

issues? Please name some. 

Have you talked up the MSA offerings on social justice? What 

has been the response of others?  
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Social Justice Words from Week One of small group sharing: 

The exercise was to name words/phrases that come to mind when you 

first hear someone say “social justice”: 

help right order come again 

poverty 

oppression 

taking a stand 

helping the poor 

balance of justice between community & individual 

equal treatment in our society & in the world 

community responsibility 

resources 

the awareness of what is unjust 

advocacy for people that are being treated unjustly 

"planting seeds" continuing to do it even if you do not always 

see results 

once you are aware hard to then proceed to forget it 

social justice is educating the innocent so you cannot be taken 

or denied your human rights 

"Service is the rent you pay for living" Marian Edelman 

Women's issues are also involved in social justice 

helping people 

being kind 

material/spiritual poverty 

being honest 

public demonstrations on behalf of poor and disenfranchised 

people's leprosy 

disabled people 

discrimination against women 

racial discrimination 

any "ism"~-fill in the blank, working against it 

working for the common good 

working to change structures so that all will have the essentials 

for living in our society 

working to insure the personal dignity and respect of each person  
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Mount Saint Agnes Women Reflect on Justice 

Evaluation 

The purpose of this reflection series was: 

- to converse about your own experience; 

- consider the meaning of social justice ‘in the Chnistian 

tradition; 

deepen your knowledge of what other MSA women are doing in 

this. field; 

explain the role of our theological center for women with 

respect to efforts for social justice. 

It will be helpful in planning programs for Mount Saint Agnes 

and to evaluate my project to know if this goal wag 

accomplished. Thank you for your thoughts. 

Week One Evaluation: 

The group discussions about our own experiences helped me to 

Week Two Evaluation: 

We discussed the difference/similarity between justice, social 

justice and charity. ‘This made me realize that 

Week Three Evaluation: 

The mission, philosophy and values of MSA and the connection the 

Sisters of Mercy have with social justice minisiry‘was our 

focus. Does this make a difference in your vision of MSA? 

Week Four Evaluation: 

With the information and discussion about MSA and the RSM’s from 

last week, together with the work of the women on our panel, 

what do you see as a potential direction for the theological 

canter in relation to social justice? 

Other comments about the series of reflections:  
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